Safety Supply Inventory Management

SSIM Systems
Automated Safety Supply Distribution
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Better Management
Bigger Profits

Vend Almost Anything
less than $9000 to implement
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Reduced costs by 30% or more*

* based on savings reports from users of vendit ssims systems
Safety Supply Inventory Management

SSIMS Systems

Automatic Safety Supply Distribution

The SSIM’s, ‘Safety Supply Inventory Management is our automated dispensing and inventory control system based on age-old proven vending machine technology, combined with the enormous power of computers available today. Everything that is vended from the machine is tracked and accounted for. Who got what, when, which department or job should the item be charged to. You can even limit what an individual employee can vend.

More Accountability Means Less Waste

Consumable items used in the workplace are often wasted, hoarded or misplaced by employees leading to significant expenses to your company or department.

SSIMs reduces the usage of daily consumables and overall costs through employee accountability, accurate inventory management and improved employee efficiency. Employees can now step up to the dispenser right on your shop floor, choose only the item(s) they need and go right back to work without a supervisor or inventory manager having to stop their productive work to dispense supplies.

**REDUCE PRODUCT SHRINKAGE:**
The software tracks each employee’s usage and can limit their access to supplies based on their job, department or the time of day. You can limit an employee to what they ‘should’ use in any given period.

**INCREASE EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCY:**
The dispensers have the durability and capacity to hold a large stock of items. The machine can be located right on your shop floor. Employees have quick and easy access to all the supplies they need without having to walk over to a parts storage area or get a supervisor to get the items for them.

**REPORTS, REPORTS, REPORTS:**
Almost anything you need to know can be viewed in the available reports. Hundreds of report variations can give you information on specific product usage, type of product, by employee, by machine, for any date period, etc.

LOWEST STARTUP AND MAINTENANCE COST OF ANY AUTOMATIC SYSTEM AVAILABLE TODAY